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Synoptic : 5Synoptic : 5--10days10days

Seasonal : Next 3 Months or moreSeasonal : Next 3 Months or more

ForecastingForecasting



IntraIntra--Seasonal ForecastingSeasonal Forecasting

What is likely to happen next week?What is likely to happen next week?
Next  Fortnight?Next  Fortnight?
Next  Month?Next  Month?

MJO has a 40MJO has a 40--50 day period50 day period
Using the BMRC Index we know where it is, Using the BMRC Index we know where it is, 
and where its goingand where its going



The MJOThe MJO

Recognised by Madden and Julian 1972Recognised by Madden and Julian 1972
Tropical atmospheric perturbations Tropical atmospheric perturbations 
associated with fluctuations in station associated with fluctuations in station 
pressure, wind etcpressure, wind etc
Associated convective region, with cloud Associated convective region, with cloud 
clusters and wind anomaliesclusters and wind anomalies
Can be monitored and “forecast”Can be monitored and “forecast”



Monitoring the MJOMonitoring the MJO



RMM IndexRMM Index

Identifies the MJO from tropical data by EOF Identifies the MJO from tropical data by EOF 
of OLR and 850Mb and 200Mb wind of OLR and 850Mb and 200Mb wind 
anomaliesanomalies

Performs at real timePerforms at real time

Can forecast velocity/ passage of the MJO Can forecast velocity/ passage of the MJO 
through the tropicsthrough the tropics



Where’s MJO ?Where’s MJO ?



MJO MJO -- RainfallRainfall

When the MJO is in phase When the MJO is in phase x (1,8), x (1,8), what what 
happens to rainfall?happens to rainfall?

For each phase we look at significantly For each phase we look at significantly 
different rainfall distributionsdifferent rainfall distributions

Global daily rainfall data sets vary in quality, Global daily rainfall data sets vary in quality, 
but give us a picture of how rainfall but give us a picture of how rainfall 
responds to each RMM Phaseresponds to each RMM Phase



MJOMJO-- RainfallRainfall

Rainfall anomalies based on the 8 different Rainfall anomalies based on the 8 different 
phases of the MJO. Colourphases of the MJO. Colour--coded rainfall coded rainfall 
stations show significantly different (more stations show significantly different (more 
or less) rainfall compared to the longor less) rainfall compared to the long--term term 
average:average:

red = suppressed rainfall red = suppressed rainfall 
blue = enhanced rainfallblue = enhanced rainfall
grey = no significant differencegrey = no significant difference



Rainfall anomalies by PhaseRainfall anomalies by Phase



MJO teleconnectionsMJO teleconnections

MSLP anomalies by Phase: Phase 1MSLP anomalies by Phase: Phase 1



OutputOutput

The results represent a rudimentary forecast The results represent a rudimentary forecast 
tool tool http://www.http://www.apsruapsru.gov.au/.gov.au/mjomjo
Suitable for agricultural rainfall variability Suitable for agricultural rainfall variability 
predictionspredictions
Assist tactical decision making at the Assist tactical decision making at the 
intraseasonal timescaleintraseasonal timescale
Eg: ground preparation, planting, application Eg: ground preparation, planting, application 
of pest control and fertilizer, harvestof pest control and fertilizer, harvest



WebpageWebpage

Currently the MJO is in Phase 7Currently the MJO is in Phase 7
(RMM Phase 13/ 2/2005 Phase: 7 Amplitude: (RMM Phase 13/ 2/2005 Phase: 7 Amplitude: 
1.79560)1.79560)
For scientific and explanatory details see For scientific and explanatory details see BoMBoM The The 
Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO), also known as Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO), also known as 
the 40the 40--day wave, is a large scale oscillation day wave, is a large scale oscillation 
(wave) in the equatorial region. The MJO (wave) in the equatorial region. The MJO 
originates over the Indian Ocean and travels east originates over the Indian Ocean and travels east 
at 800 km per day (10m/s). at 800 km per day (10m/s). 

This animation illustrates the eastward movement This animation illustrates the eastward movement 
and location of the MJO (the large red ovaland location of the MJO (the large red oval



FeedbackFeedback

Feedlot Effluent ManagementFeedlot Effluent Management
–– Use MJO to decide pumping ratesUse MJO to decide pumping rates
Traprock Traprock Woolgrowers Fleece ManagementWoolgrowers Fleece Management
–– Sheep movementsSheep movements
Chicken Heat Stress ManagementChicken Heat Stress Management
–– Limited water available to pump over sheds Limited water available to pump over sheds 

needed for irrigation elsewhereneeded for irrigation elsewhere



SeasonalitySeasonality

The MJO has a strongly seasonal flavourThe MJO has a strongly seasonal flavour
Using Nov Using Nov –– Apr (southern summer) and Apr (southern summer) and 
May May –– October (southern winter) is a October (southern winter) is a 
seasonal MJOseasonal MJO--rainfall pattern apparent, rainfall pattern apparent, 
distinct from the annual patterns ?distinct from the annual patterns ?
Currently refining the seasonal distinctionsCurrently refining the seasonal distinctions



Seasonal Seasonal -- Phase 5Phase 5

SOUTHERN 
SUMMER

SOUTHERN
WINTER



Seasonal MSLPSeasonal MSLP

SummmerWinter



Global Seasonal Phase 5 Global Seasonal Phase 5 
AnommaliesAnommalies



Thank YouThank You


